
Pride, rated 15

Based on real-life events,
this uplifting film follows the
efforts of UK gay activists
(Lesbians and Gays Support
the Miners) to help miners
during the national strikes
that took place in 1984.

Disclosure, rated 15

An in-depth look at
Hollywood's depiction of
transgender people and the
impact of those stories on
transgender lives and
American culture.

Paris is Burning, rated 15

Filmed in the 1980s this landmark
documentary examines New York
ball culture - competitions in which
contestants must “walk”, much like
runway fashion-shows. The scene
was populated mainly by Black and
Latino members of the gay and
transgender community. The film
documents the balls themselves,
the lives of the participants and
allows them to speak about their
experiences of racism, homo-
phobia, HIV/AIDS and poverty.

Booksmart, rated 15

Before graduation, best friends
Amy and Molly realise that they
have been cast aside by their
peers for being bookworms
and pretentious. They then
decide to let loose and make
up for the lost time.

The Miseducation of
Cameron Post, rated 15

In 1993 after teenage Cameron
is caught in the backseat of a
car with the prom queen, she is
sent away to a treatment centre
in a remote area called God's
Promise. While she is being
subjected to questionable gay
conversion therapies, she
bonds with some fellow
residents as they pretend to go
along with the process while
waiting to be released

Moonlight, rated 15

Oscar winning film that
chronicles the childhood,
adolescence and burgeoning
adulthood of a young, African-
American, gay man growing
up in a rough neighbourhood
of Miami.

The Log Books, rated 16

A podcast which explores the
records of calls to LGBT+
charity Switchboard, offering
listeners the chance to
explore LGBT+ history and
stories from decades past.
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